
What GPS Tracking Product Do You Get For Your Teen Driver?

So, it is assumed that if you are reading this guide, you have a teen 
driver and you're looking to use a GPS tracking system in the vehicle 
they drive.

Our first recommendation is to purchase a hardwired GPS tracking 
system. These systems are semi-permanently installed in the vehicle, 
and can generally be removed if you need to.

1. The hardwired system when installed is hidden, usually under the   
     dash.
2. You can't tamper with the devices.
3. They require no physical maintenance (as opposed to a battery 

powered system), that needs to be  periodically charged.

Our hardware prices on these GPS tracking systems range anywhere 
from $289.00 through $399.00.

So Why The Differences In Price?

Live Trac G-5

Different hardware (the actual GPS system, known as a black box), 
have different features and are manufactured with different 
components. For example, newer units have chipsets that use 
integrated antennas and are extremely compact, another unit type is 
one that can perform functions such as a starter disable and door 
unlock.

Installation Is Required -

A hardwired system should be professionally installed, by a person 
familiar with vehicle wiring - all vehicles are different.  Unless of 
course, you already know how to do it.

Our competitors may tell you to take it to any "stereo or alarm shop". 
We say, do you really trust your car with "any" alarm installer or 
stereo shop?  Not that all shops are bad, we just like to make sure, 
whoever is touching your vehicle is qualified in the installation of our 
products, and uses proper industry methods to perform the 
installation.  For that reason, you can call us and we will find an 
installer in your area through our network of installers, or at the least 
- qualify the installer you plan to use.

How The GPS Tracking Systems Work, The Simple Version -

Our GPS car tracking systems works in conjunction with the black box, 
a wireless network, satellite maps, and a backend web server.  The 
black box receives position information, and transmits it out, via a 
digital cellular network over the internet.  A web server collects the 
information, and with an integrated mapping system (like Microsoft 
Virtual Earth/Google Maps), allows you to login to a password protect 
account that lets you view your vehicle's position and related data.
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Live Trac System:  Our Most Popular System.

5 or 10 Second Position Updates.  Unlimited Use, about $1 per
day for service. 

• View your car from any web enabled computer - or mobile
    phone with our custom built Iphone App/Droid App.
• Ultra fast position updates - watch live as your vehicle moves.
• See when it stops/starts and how long it was at a certain
    location.
• Get notified via email/cellphone when your vehicle's ignition is
    turned on/off.
• Get alerted via email/cellphone when your teen driver speeds.
• Verify - with a historical playback that lets you see with great
    detail where you car has been.
• Microsoft Virtual Earth.
• Super easy to use - simple yet extremely powerful.

The Live Trac system is our #1 recommended system. It's extremely 
reliable and very easy to use. 

VLS Real-Time System:

Live Trac RTV-5

1, 2 or 5 Minute Updating.  From $19.95 per month per device.

• Real-time GPS vehicle tracking
• Complete vehicle history available
• Alerts to your email/cellphone - speed alerts, zone alerts.
• Google Maps
• Locate on demand - up to 100 times per month.
• Know where your vehicle stop/started.

Why We Charge A Monthly Fee, What Your Payment Covers -

Servers, wireless data transfer costs, technical support, licensed maps, 
etc. are costs that we are responsible for in order to run a successful 
business that won't go under.  We try extremely hard to keep our 
costs down, so you our customer is presented with a competitive cost 
effective solution.

GPS Tracking You Can Trust:

We see companies advertising online, real-time tracking with  no 
monthly fees.  On most occasions, these systems either will not be 
real-time/live tracking systems, or have the wireless service, built-in 
to the hardware cost. 

The Systems We Offer And Recommend For Teen Drivers: 
We have two different types platforms that we use, our 
most popular is the Live Trac system, and our second 
backend platform is our VLS real-time system.

VLS-300

VLS-500

Beware of Companies Touting No Fees -

We don't only sell these GPS tracking systems, but we trust and 
use them ourselves everyday with our personal vehicles.

If you have further questions, please don't hesitate to contact us - 
our direct office number is  661-294-6805.
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